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Well Don you’ve probably now finished that final time trial we all must ride. With PB safely in
hand, sipping your beetroot juice or stout, and eating oatcakes or some other vegan nibble, all
‘guaranteed’ to make you go even faster, you’re probably regaling those around you about how
all those miles really did make the difference.
You are going to have to wait awhile though for the rest of us to catch up with you, as we
continue to struggle down here through head winds, battle traffic and rough, potholed, roads yet
still do rubbish times, so in the meantime cast your eye over our take on your time with us.
Hopefully it will be familiar, brings a smile and stirs some fond memories for you.
Some of the readers and younger GCC members may not know of you, so bear with me while I
recount some anecdotes to give a flavour of your character and personality for them.
Some may not know that you suffered with Motor Neurone disease for 30 years. At the funeral,
held at Gravesend Crematorium, your choice of the final piece of music, even though you were a
country and western music fan, says a great deal –it was Johnny Cash’s Ring of Fire –I fell into
into the burning ring of fire, I fell down down down down into the deepest fire, And it burns burns
burns burns the ring of fire the ring of fire,The taste… ,The taste of love is sweet when two very
hearts meet which shows the dry and irreverent
take you had on ‘life’, yet still with the thought of
Faith, your wife, to whom you were devoted.
The second anecdote is when you changed your car.
Do you remember this one?? The new car was
slightly too wide for the garage, so you could not
open the door sufficiently for easy exit given your
impaired mobility. Ok, no problem, we’ll just take
some of the brickwork from the attached garage
wall away. Jason, a GCC member, is enlisted to
remove some of the brickwork but tells you it’s
dodgy, because in trying to remove one layer of
bricks they could quite easily go straight through
into the house. You were keen that it be done
Grass tracking in the early 80s in an early
however. Do you remember saying that if they
edition of Club colours
went through into the house to tell Faith you wanted
a new window put in so that you could look at the new car!!!
Your idea of training was more and more miles at a faster and faster pace; rest, was not part of
your schedule, and, rather like Del Boy, it was for wimps! So whenever you had free time, and
even when you didn’t, you would ‘train’. And so come Saturday morning Faith, before going to
work, would witness you getting your overalls on, the ladder out, tools and equipment ready for
DIY and house maintenance. However training partners would duly arrive, a hasty change by
you would follow and off you all went. Faith would return home to see you in still in overalls
and praise you for your hard work and dedication to home improvement. ‘Let me make you a
cup of tea Donald, you work so hard’. Nice one Don! And taking the bike to Jersey on holiday
where you would ride round the island before breakfast, much to the ‘delight’ of the family!
Ah, training – a topic on which you had very definite views! In 2002 you wrote “Another thing
that causes me to smile is how everyone in cycling is now obsessed with modern training
methods, and all the gadgets that go with it. One of the first things I remember being told on
joining the Club was to ‘get the miles in’ and get them in we did! A race would be included in an
all day club run. We would leave Echo Square at 4am, chain-gang it down the old A2 to
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Canterbury, take off the mudguards, ride the 25m TT, then ride to Dover and Folkestone before
returning to Gravesend. Or we might ride to a race in Essex, leave mid-afternoon, stay
overnight somewhere, ride the race then join the club run and then get a ‘rollocking’ from the
runs captain for burning them off on the way back to the Gravesemd-Tilbury ferry. We ended up
doing 180-200 miles! Back then training levels, HR monitors or cyclometers were unheard of – a
glass or two of strong stout, a chunk of mum’s bread pudding and as many miles as you could get
in were the order of the day”.
I suppose too that many riders may know of you through the photographs you took at local time
trials while you were still mobile enough to get out and about. You made the photos available,
just asking for a small donation to Club funds or charities. Many may not know you were the
source of the photos. As your old riding buddy Len Brown (we’ll come back to Len later) said
many of us have a lasting memory of you in our cycling memorabilia in the photographs you
took. Andy Gibson said the best cycling photo he has of him in action was taken by you.
You were a one club man, a Gravesend CC cyclist, not surprisingly because for all but two years
of your life you lived in Gravesend. However your active and racing cycling career was
unfortunately short, over two distinct spells, but not without success and incident.
You joined GCC in 1956 and stayed until 1962. You would be out on the bike as much as
possible and produced some excellent performances during this period. In 1960 you did a 1.5.16
in the Comrades 25, a 26.16 in a Club 10 and as a Junior you rode as part of the A team in
Woolwich CA 32m event with the team coming 4th. In 1962 in your first 100 you recorded
4.42.22 in the Bournemouth event, where the GCC team came 2nd and created a new Club record
by 9 minutes, in a KCA 50 you clocked 2.13.15 and you came 3rd in the GCC 30 in 1.18.12. In
a couple of private 25s you recorded 1.4.25 and a 1.3.25. Remember 1962 when you rode a 12hr,
achieving 221 miles? Apart from time trials you also road raced locally – in 1961 in the
Wigmore and also the Rochester Olympique events, both on the Higham circuit.. All proving that
you were a strong rider and could have gone on to greatly improved times.
Do you remember this photo of a younger you? Your notes on the back gives a date of 1957-8,
when you would have been about 15-16. The photo taken on Dartford Heath on the Q14 which
went from the then Black Prince at Bexley to Otford
and back, and was one of your first Open races. You
did not have a Club jersey, the race number being on
the frame. A 22.5-23”Claude Butler frame with
Campag gears, Chater Lea chainwheel and pedals and
Weiman C P brakes. .
Having this early photograph and details is not the first
memory you have of a bike. Your parents bought you
your first bike on hire purchase but you had a range of
chores to do to repay them. The bike was a Triumph
Palm Beach (I had one of those too, pale blue and white,
Ed), maroon, tan saddle (mine was white), with a saddle bag and handle bar grips and “when at 11 I
rode it to school I thought it was the Rolls Royce of bikes. Much to my parents’ dismay within 6
months I had removed the chain guard and mudgurards and ftted cowhorn handlebars plus two
chrome front fork re-enforcers and a black japanned rack at the rear over the back wheel. The
bike was then set up for dirt tracking through Cobham Woods and at Shorne Ridgeway ‘dirt
track’, still there today. Of course no bike of the time was complete until a discarded cigarette
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packet had been shaped, fitted and taped to the rear stay to make the sound of a motor bike”. (I
turned my bars around but a cigarette card appeared on mine too!!).

Dorothy Stone writes
Ian first met Don in1960 when a group of them were riding through London on their
way to Stokenchurch near Oxford on a club run.
I remember Don being very kind by pushing my bike up Vigo hill. We had ridden to
Romney Marsh and I was absolutely shattered.
Once we had reached the top
it was, fortunately, downhill to Gravesend.
Among the incidents you recount from your first active period with the Club I like these two.
One was when you met Tommy Simpson behind the stands at Herne Hill. (This came in an article
you wrote about weight and cyclists with reference to Wiggins) “When Pete Williams & I met Tom
Simpson and chatted to him for some ten minutes or so, we could see that he was almost a
walking skeleton. His leather-like skin stretched over a frame very much the build of Wiggins,
one could see every tendon, muscle and sinew – he was all but transparent”.
The other concerned drink and age!
“One thing then that really used to upset
me was that when long summer runs
ended in the old Tolgate Hotel, or the
Railway Tavern in Sole St, the landlord
wouldn’t serve me unless I had proof of
my age, and I had to ask one of the
‘grammar school gang’ (see photo) to
get me a beer or buy my round. And yet
they were some 2 or 3 years younger
than me and were served with no trouble
or challenged about their age! I once
called into a country pub with Sue (the
With the ‘grammar school gang’ of Martin Yerbury and
pre Faith girlfriend) – they let her have
Ian Liddy at the bridge in Horton Kirby
a shandy but I had to have a lemonade,
and I’d turned 18 some six months earlier!”
Bob Crayford remembers riding occasionally with you at this time and concurs that you were a
very strong rider. You and Pete Williams passed Bob, then only 14, one evening and convinced
him that he needed to be training with you two if he was to make anything of cycling. Bob duly
came out with you….once - Tollgate, Meopham, Borough Green, Riverhead, Sevenoaks, Polhill,
Green St Green with a stop at the café in Orpington .. and you rode hard to the café. Bob didn’t
see any point in the café stop as he didn’t get back until around 10.30pm! so just did the route on
his own thereafter. But it did give Bob the basis for a really successful later cycling career.
And Faith – the ‘trouble and strife’ to whom you were, and remained, totally devoted? I expect
you remember vividly the circumstances of your meeting when out circuit racing at Brands
Hatch. Pete Williams, another very strong GCC junior, and your every present riding partner,
was dating Faith’s sister and the sisters were both there supporting. Did Destiny then intervene?
You both, strangely, crashed at the feet of the sisters. Thereafter it was, and only, Faith for you.
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As romance, then married life, 2 children, work and domesticity followed you had to curtailed
your continued ‘affair’ with the ‘metal mistress’, (“Donald, do any other sport but cycling”, said
Faith), but you still kept very physically active. This first interregnum in your cycling was far
from physically inactive. You played squash and you tried football, but the latter was not for you.
The training – at the bar - was not to your ‘taste’(!!) and you only came into a game towards the
end when you superior fitness told.
Then there was the ‘bouncing’ and DJing at the local Co-op Hall. Your local ‘hardmen’ cousins
convinced you being a bouncer at £8 an evening would be good additional income. A brand new
£30 tailor-made suit got blood stained (nose) on its first outing! “Anyway while trying to
‘bounce’ and eject a ‘bad lad’ for head butting his girlfriend I ended up rolling down the stairs
with him. Someone phoned Mum and soon afterwards five foot of fighting fury came down to sort
out whoever had been fighting her ‘only begotten son’. It took me years to live that one down!.
The DJing took place between acts when I would sit on the stage and play pre-requested records,
the requests, handwritten and mainly from girls, contained requests other than for records!
Naughty girls! But I was happily engaged”.
Then, by chance, when returning with a friend from an evening out you passed a hall from which
emanated a lot of grunting and groaning. Intrigued, you went in. This was the start of your
wrestling career!! You wrestled locally at the Coop Hall for Clan Promotions, as this picture of a

1966 poster, and photos from the time, testify. You then kept the poster in your downstairs gym.
Maybe you were destined for wrestling as you father had been an amateur wrestler in Catch As
Catch Can and Greco-Roman. In your April 2012 Newsletter article you mention the red shorts
you bought from Peter Chubb from his boxing days. He of course was sad to hear of your
passing but offered these thoughts
‘Don, a man of many talents, not all immediately discernible – but who would have
thought of him as a poet, although he was quite a dab hand at the occasional verse.
Among his many talents was his wrestling career, never witnessed by me. I remember
him joining the Club with Peter Williams. Happy days’.

Who did you described in your 2011 Newsletter article as ‘small but perfectly formed’? Yes, that
‘ever-young’, long-time friend, Len Brown, when you wrote ‘I very much enjoyed riding
alongside Len during off season Club Runs’. That’s not all you wrote about ‘young’ Len either,
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as we shall read in a moment! Anyway Len
has very fond memories of his times with you
too. One of your sayings “no miles no
smiles, no pain no gain, no feed no speed” is
firmly imprinted on his ‘ever-young’ brain!
Then, what struck a really emotional note
with him on learning of your passing, was
your digital ‘doctoring’ of this 2-up race
photo of both of you. Remember that? You
had spent sometime trying to get someone to
ride with you, as you were riding very
strongly at the time, and finally Len
reluctantly agreed. Despite Len hanging on
behind for most of the race, after one of his
turns on the front “I slipped through to take my turn, counting to 25 before swinging off to let the
other through. Then Len came through again! I knew I wasn’t slowing so wondered what the
problem was. I saw the reason for Len’s sudden burst of power. Just ahead was a photographer
and Len had wanted to be seen leading me and not me leading him! To this day an 8x10 photo
hangs on the wall leading to my attic; it looks as if we are riding a road race and Len had
outsprinted me for the line!” Neither of you forgot that. Len treasuring the original photo and
always ready with the story when your name was mentioned, and then….just months before your
final journey, (perhaps you had a premonition) ….you digitally reversed the faces and sent Len
a copy!!! That race had been impressed on both your memories for over 30 years. Apart from
the cycling you were both drawn together by wood – he being a cabinet maker and you being a
carpenter by trade – and you were very grateful to him for keeping you supplied with wood and
offcuts once the MN had set in, so you could make coffee tables, bedside cabinets, grandfather
clocks and lastly guitars.
You wrote many articles for the Newsletter and Len featured in many as the focus of your dry
wit. “Len had been walking with members of the De Laune ‘up north’ when the guide was taken
ill. Cometh the hour, cometh the man and Len stepped forward and uttered his infamous and
immortal lines ‘I’ve never lost a man’, that we’ve all come to dread at sometime or other. My
source told me the cry of anguish that went from all assembled could be heard as far south as
Peckham High Rd. At least one of the party tried to end it all by throwing himself down a ravine
rather than spend the rest of his life aimlessly wandering the fells led by Len! The remainder
hurriedly tried to scratch their wills and last messages to their loved ones on granite boulders
with their bleeding finger nails, knowing they were doomed! It seems most of them remembered
touring on the continent in the 50s & 60s with Len at the head of the run crying “don’t worry
lads I know a way and I’ve never lost a man!” (Len was a South Londoner and had been a member of
the De Laune)

“Club Runs were certainly a lot different when I returned in 1979. Then only the Club Runs
Captain knew where we were going, having made up his mind on the way to Cobham War
Memorial that morning. Then adjusting the destination en-route so most of us never knew where
we would eventually end up, but that didn’t matter, did it Runs Captain? (yes, you Len!) I often
have left home immaculately attired and returned with mud up to my knees after we’d taken a
‘wrong turn somewhere’. The return would be timed for a 1pm Sunday lunch, or thereabouts,
and thereabouts is the operative word!”
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Don, you have certainly had some Newsletter mileage out of Len, and here is part of another
article - it always brings a smile. “…I was packing my cameras away and I could see 6’4 Sean
Yates towering over Len, both deep in conversation. By I could see and just about hear that Len
was giving Sean, the winner of that day’s event (- remember Sean is a British cycling icon given his
palmares) the benefit of all his, Len’s, experience! As Len droned on and on I could see Sean was
either wishing he could have been somewhere else or losing the will to live. Satisfied that Sean
could now ‘raise his game’ and really make a name for himself in the cycling world, Len was
about to go off for a well earned cup of tea (boy, he must have been dry!) when he suddenly
produced from his back pocket an old sweat soaked photo taken by his son Terry at a Brands
Hatch road race in the early 80s and shoved it under Sean’s nose. The photo clearly shows Len
about to be overtaken by the then much younger Sean, but to Len over 50 years of solvent abuse
caused by involuntarily (he claims) inhaling the glues, spirits, dyes and stains of his cabinet
making trade he had deluded himself he was dropping Sean! By then Sean was struggling to keep
a smile on his face and when Len eventually left for that cup of tea, Sean came over to me and
said “ Don old mate …who is that crazy little guy?”
My (Mike Coulter) own memories of you cover both the racing and
the MND phase.
The first racing memory was pre 86 in a road race on the Grain
circuit. I have this visual image of your top half being just above the
field line circulating the Grain RR circuit, me being some half mile
back, never able to catch up. We started together, up the incline to
the first 90o right hand bend where there was a huge pile up with
riders going via the field, everywhere, but with us stuck at the back.
That was it, you just that half a mile or so ahead, circulating. The
other time was when you were trying to get a team together for a 3up
time trial, a young Ian Whitehead and I being the lambs to the
slaughter.
Anyway, you being the ‘senior’ rider, wanted a
‘challenging’ technique to be applied. The last rider would rapidly
come through to the front, to then be repeated by the then last rider as
soon as the previous rider has got to the front. This to be repeated for
25 miles! Unfortunately theory did not, could not, match practice as
within a very short space of time we were stuffed!! Nice one Don!
… at that 3up in 1984

I heard you had MN while working abroad. On my return I only
really had contact with you when you came out to take photos at events, but then in 2001 we restarted the Club Newsletter. It continues to this day, a fitting tribute to you too. Currently we are
on Issue 91; the first one surreptitiously rolling off the school copyprinter in the November.
However in researching material about you from past Newsletters I have been amazed as to just
how prodigious and prolific you were in producing articles, many with your dry wit and laconic
style, others thought provoking or just providing information about past Club activities. I have
counted 40 so far, and I am sure there were some I did not use and were filed! What’s more by
the time I finished reading them I either have a smile or the thought in my mind ‘yes, that’s Don!’
And then there are the memory sticks and CDs you produced of your photos of GCC riders and
club members. In the work with the Newsletter and your articles and photos you have left us with
a wonderful resource contributing to the Club history. We appreciate this; thank you.
In those early days of re-establishing the Newsletter you and I would compile and collect
information, we would type it up, I would format it, get into school early so I could cut the
stencil, print and staple it up. Once done these would be returned to you to address the envelopes,
stamp them up and send them out, although I suspect you got young Faith to help you.
Editor: M Coulter
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Your old caravanning friend, Pete Haswell is sad to lose a cycling partner but
Don was a smashing chap who I’ve known for some 35 years. We met via our
caravans, which were on a site just outside Herne Bay. He saw me going out and
made contact. We then used to go out every Saturday morning, with Malcolm
Adams, doing about 40 miles out and around the Elham Valley. We rode some
2-ups together and I can tell you he was a strong rider. I once enticed him into
riding the South East Cyclocross Championships, but after one lap he came off
and broke his collar bone! I am sure he thanked me for that! Anyway, he drove
himself home and then someone else took him to the hospital. Don, I certainly
have fond memories of those times, but what I admired about you though was
your strength of mind in coping with the MN for all those years.

You returned to active cycling again in 1979, and remained
until the MN diagnosis in the 80s, and your subsequent
retirement from active cycling in 1986-7. You had gradually
trained your way back to form with 1984 being one of your
best seasons, but not quite matching the results from your
first active period – except that you achieved a PB of 24.51
in the SECA 10 on the Q10/19. That year you recorded a
2.16.42 in a KCA 50, a PB and 1st Handicap award, a
1.05.58 in a KCA 25, while in 1982 you rode the KCA 100,
with a time of 5.04.45. As well as that you rode grass track.
A problem in being able to compare results from your two
active periods is that all your results and photos from the
former period were lost when you lent them to a relative.
.. grass tracking with Barri de
Bechi on the wheel – 1986.

In this ‘second coming’ with the GCC you were still as single
minded and determined about training and ‘getting the miles
in’, but by now there was a younger generation on the scene. Some of these younger lads were to
become your constant training partners and were to go to become strong riders in their own right –
Dave Abbotts, Mark Gardiner, Ian Whitehead, Dave Rhodes and Andy Sangster all feature in your
articles and to whom you are complementary, and they, in turn, have been very complementary
about you. You all had a symbiotic relationship – you helped them with support, encouragement,
advice and your experience, perhaps seeing in them a younger you when you first got the cycling
bug, and they helped you by making you work harder in your training rides. You trained with
Dave Abbotts after work in the dark, when you had both got home from work. You said of
training with Dave ‘it was like training behind a derny bike’ – and that year, 1984, was one of your
best ever seasons as a consequence. When Ian Whitehead and Mark Gardiner came round to
your house, also for training in the dark after work, they would get teased by your daughters for
wearing woollen tights and shaving their legs!
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And here, from one of those young lads who was just starting with the Club at the time of your
‘second coming’, Andy Sangster, who has since proved such a ‘stayer’ and stalwart of the Club.
He remembers you thus:
When Don was diagnosed with Motor Neurone disease, all those years ago, no one would
have predicted that he would still be with us 18 years in to the new millennium. Amazingly
he was, in no small part down to his irrepressible fighting spirit.
I first met Don in the early eighties, a few years after I joined the Club. He was returning
to the sport and stood out from the crowd because of his immaculate appearance. Bike and
kit were always perfectly turned out. With tanned face and closely trimmed beard, he
looked every part the pro racer. I must confess that as a late teenager I may have been
guilty of a little micky taking of Don’s no compromise approach. I was easily led in those
days, but I soon realised, as I began to take my cycle racing more seriously, that Don was
absolutely on the mark. Forgot Team Sky’s “marginal gains”, Don wrote the book.
I had the privilege of riding a few 2up team time trials with Don. Our rides may not have
been remarkable but he was a good steady rider and we worked well together. On one
occasion we were driving back from the event in Don’s Ford Sierra, perfectly valeted of
course, when Don broke the silence with one of his home spun philosophies. “You know,
Andy. If it wasn’t for the likes of you and me riding these events week after week those
blokes that win wouldn’t look half as good”.
I recall Don saying that when the time came to give up racing he would buy a flashy
Italian road bike and a nice camera and ride out to events and photograph the riders.
Sadly Don’s illness caught up with him, but undeterred he still bought the camera and
drove out to events to take the photographs that have become one of the many parts of
Don’s legacy. When I returned to racing in ‘94 Don was always at the events, regardless
of the early starts. It’s a lonely life for the time-trialist, out on the road, and as few GCC
riders rode the Opens in those years, I would often be on my own. It was therefore a great
joy to turn a corner and see Don, up ahead at the side of the road, with camera poised at
the ready. Tuck in nicely, race face on and above all make sure you look the part so you
don’t mess up the picture for Don!
Don was a great clubman but I know he would never forgive me if I didn’t mention his
wife Faith. She was the woman he loved since he literally fell for her when he crashed at
her feet at Brands Hatch. She supported Don and the club throughout his racing years and
cared for him when he needed her most.
We will miss you Don but your spirit lives on through the images you captured of us and
the memories you leave in our hearts.
and ‘derny’ David Abbotts writes
I used to go out riding with Don of an evening from Cobham through Cuxton to Aylesford,
along the Pilgrims Way to Rochester and back to Cobham via Higham, at speed, taking it
in turns at the front. It was a nice leg stretcher. Don shared his riding knowledge and
gave advice, such as if you are going to change down on a hill there is no point getting out
the saddle, which does make sense. We had photography in common and shared a
likeness for the Olympus OM camera
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Ian Whitehead wrote from Belgium
In the 80s we were neighbours, so I used to ride out with Don
very regularly. We would ride everything -10s, 25s, 2 ups, club runs, road
races. He was always very focused and we would go out in all weathers.
He would tell me all about club life in the 60's. He was a motivator,
an inspiration really. Even after he stopped riding he was always
around with his camera. I still have the photos he took of me riding
club 10s, he scanned them all and emailed them to me a few years ago.
I remember his wife, Faith. She had the patience of a saint! Her and
Don were a great couple.
So, Don, by your own accounts you certainly seemed to have had some interesting ‘experiences’
when racing and training – or was it just the company you kept? Exchanges with ‘working
girls’, with motorcyclists, with crooks, with drink, with domestic disputes, with drugs and with
race commissaires. These all featured in a series of articles you wrote entitled Odd Incidents
whilst Cycling or Mothers Little Helpers. They were good, amusing in content and style.

Theses picture show all the Club members that Don writes about mentioned here – from the left
Ian Whitehead, Andy Sangster, Dave Abbotts(‘shades’) and Len Brown and separate picture Mark Gardiner
(this was the period when GCC was sponsored by Whyatt Homes McAlpine, in the mid-late 80s)

You had two ‘experiences’ with ‘working girls’ – one with Mark Gardiner and one with Pete
Williams. (Mark seems to have been and unwitting, but ever-present, partner in many of your incidents!)
Anyway the Mark Gardiner episode occurred at Marling Cross where you say “Things must have
been slack(!!!) that evening because as we approached the ‘girls’ hailed us and offered their
services and a list of prices! The usual sprint from the Gravesend end of the bridge to my front
door was covered in record time”. With Pete Williams a similar occurrence happened at the
‘Death Hill’roundabout on the A20. “Pete had had a rear wheel puncture, and as per usual with
Pete, someone else, me in this case, would have to take the remedial action. A lorry pulled up
beside us and a young woman climbed down from the cab and the driver handed her some money,
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but from her attire we could see she was not a hitch-hiker. The lady walked over to us swinging
her handbag and could see Pete and I were going red with embarrassment. Our normally nimble
‘cycle mechanics’ fingers turned into 20 thumbs as she asked us if we wanted any ‘business’. We
bashfully declined. Being 18 at the time the tale we told our workmates the following day
probably had a somewhat different ending!”
Returning home one summer evening, again with Mark, you were just down the road form
Owletts in Cobham, going towards Gravesend and approaching the S bends at Henhurst. You
could hear a motorbike but could not determine its location or direction of travel. “Mark
ventured onto the crown of the road to try and look round when suddenly a motorbike and its
leather clad rider came round the bend passing between us! I don’t know who was more
surprised, but he was not too shocked to give us a two fingers salute as he roared off towards
Cobham”.
And on another Mark training ride through Higham “…… we heard the sounds of a woman
screaming! I looked ahead and saw a young woman in a state of distress running down a garden
path; she opened the gate and ran towards us still screaming ‘Don’t let him get me! Don’t let him
get me!’ We stopped, dropped our bikes and she ran into my outstretched arms crying her heart
out, so I put my arms around her and comforted her (Well what else was a bloke expected to do;
the fact she was very attractive made the task all the easier). Almost at the same time a young
man came running up the lane from the house and looked intent on giving her more abuse. I
managed to half turn my back on him and shield the young woman, as he looked as if he was
going to rain blows down on her when Mark stepped in and pushed the irate, raging, young man
with such force that he was sent flying backwards onto the seat of his pants. A panda car arrived
with lights flashing and siren blasting and must have seen all the events. However, after much
explaining, we were able to continue our training ride”.
While we have Mark in our sights here are his thoughts:
I first started to ride with Don when I was 16/17, having met at the club in 1980.
Once we realised we only lived a few roads apart we became cycling buddies for
a number of years.
We used to go out every Tuesday and Thursday evening, come rain or shine,
spring, summer, autumn and winter. Many a time during the winter we would
stand in his hallway ready to go, just waiting for the rain to stop or at least ease
off. In the winter months we rode in the dark just using dynamo lights attached
to our wheels, so we couldn’t afford to stop! Which meant we often found
ourselves in almost complete darkness through the country lanes, frightening but
also amusing. There were a few close shaves, notably one evening when coming
through the winding lanes of Sole Street we encountered a motorbike, with no
lights on heading towards us on the same side of the road. It was a source of
nervous laughter for several weeks after.
Don was very focussed and inspirational. He would never give up and I
remember on one occasion he suggested a spur of the moment, short afternoon
ride, which ended being just under 80 miles. There was always good humour
when out with Don, making every ride enjoyable.
We also competed in several open time trials, both as individuals and in ‘2 ups’.
Don always achieved good results, being very keen and always giving 100%.
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Eddie Wingrave and the road race? You were riding a
Kent League road race at Paddock Wood, with the
race commissaire Eddie Wingrave. You were in the
Never group (those that would never ever win
anything). This race had some bizarre incidents as you
amusingly recount, but what transpired was that in this
race there had been two circuits, one for 3rds and
Juniors and the other for 1st/2nd & 3rd cats. Eddie had
led the race, mistakenly, around the 3rd/Juniors 9 mile
loop, perhaps as the result of a caravan coming out of
a field, getting stuck across the road, causing mayhem
and splitting up the whole race. You had ridden the 4
official laps of the ‘senior’ race’s 11 mile circuit,
although unknowingly, but had, surprisingly, kept
meeting riders you had previously passed or were in
the lead group. “When I went to explain to Eddie that I’d actually won the event, being the only
rider to complete the correct distance on the correct version of the course, he was extremely rude
to me!”
And the turbo-trainer incident? Recently bought to supplement your training and installed in your
gym, after a week the front fork welding split. Near where you worked in Clapham you had
noticed the flash of welding torches from a garage opposite so thought this would be a convenient
place to get the repair done. “I knocked on the small front doors. I was ‘suited and booted’,
dark blue suit, tie, executive donkey jacket – the way I was dressed is pivotal to this tale. As I
knocked the sounds from within came to an abrupt halt. I knocked again, but still no response so
I opened the door and stepped inside. There before me were about a dozen men in overalls
standing around several cars showing signs of being ‘worked on’, the men all staring at me very
furtively. Anyway one asked me what I wanted. I explained about the turbo and he said he’d
repair it. I said I’d call back later as I only worked on the building site opposite. However a few
hours later one of the ‘mechanics’ bounded up the stairs to my site office with the repaired turbo
and said there’d be no charge. I thanked him but noticed he was having a good look round my
office as if to check me out. A week or two later while touring the site and looking down from the
scaffold I noticed there was very little traffic on the Wandsworth Rd. I then noticed that the
crossroads alongside the site were being blocked off by police cars, all four rods making up the
crossroads being blocked off. Then a group of policemen in black gear and carrying guns
smashed their way into the ‘garage’ where I’d had the turbo repaired! In the evening papers was
the story of how the police had arrested the biggest ‘car ringing’ gang in South London! When
the ‘mechanics’ had seen me dressed in a dark blue suit I’m sure they thought I was a copper
checking them out”.

Drugs! You Don? “Way back in the early 60’s the Rolling Stones released a song called
‘Mothers Little Helpers’, so called as it referred to an over-the-counter ‘pick-me-up’ pill so
beloved by students cramming for exams and worn out mothers trying to cope with babies and
young children. In my late teens the use of LSD, ‘Purple Hearts’ and ‘smoking weed’ was almost
compulsory! And I now admit that before doing my carpentry practical exam in the morning and
written test of that same day, I was handed a ‘Mothers Little Helper’ by a class mate and simply
flew through both in record time, while somewhere up on the ceiling! I remember in the 50’s and
60’s a tablet of refined sugar was used by most, if not all, racing cyclists and other sportsmen as
a boost midway or near the end of a long race, sometimes mixed with water and brandy and
carried in the water bottles. When my then all wool racing jersey was put in the washing basket
ready for the Monday wash, my mother found among half eaten banana sandwiches one of those
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tablets, I’d been using during a 100 mile TT. The scalding I
received from my mother for, in her eyes, ‘using drugs’ resulted in
me never using them again. Last season’s winner of the ‘Tour’
(2010 Contador) fell foul of a drug test, claiming it was
contaminated meat that caused the problem. Is he yet another
fallen hero or could he be right? After all most meat now is
pumped full of growth hormones and such. If that’s found to be
true…are those of you who are carnivores in danger too? Me? I’m
a vegan!”
And from that first indication of MN you were not going to let your
physical fitness go, or at least you were going to give it a very good
fight for its money. You adapted your gym to cater for you
restrictions…. and you kept at those legs turning for as long as you
possibly could.
As the MN progressed you would still come out to the races,
park your car and slowly, holding onto the side of the car,
work your way around to the boot, sit and take the pictures.
Many of those pictures riders now have as part of their
scrapbooks or cycling memorabilia. Indeed many have been
used in the Newsletters. You taught yourself painting and
painted many of the riders you had photographed, then, as a
new idea used the photos as the faces for clocks you made.
This picture is your self portait from the photo on p3, with a
little artistic licence. From the photos you created montages
using the top half of various riders. You taught yourself to play the guitar, but by all accounts
this was not a great success. A country and western fan too - stetson on the coffin, nice touch!

Unbeknown to me, until the funeral, you wrote poetry, two quite moving ones being recited at the
funeral. And then since the funeral I have discovered that you produced, in 1998, a small 20 page
booklet of poems, Poems Plain and Simple, one of which I will use at the end. What other
talents are we still to discover? This has prompted me to offer this verse in response:
Now, when I ride
To get in ‘your’ miles,
Your memories are bound
To bring back my smiles!
In 2010 Gravesend CC awarded you the Pym Hill
trophy for your continued services to the Club. What
we hadn’t realised, until you pointed it out later, was
that you had been awarded the trophy back in 1960,
exactly 50 years previously, which then prompted an
article in which you wrote
“…..Another reason I remember that 1960 evening
very well was that as I tried to leave the function room
later with my several medals, a small silver cup plus
the large Pym Hill Trophy stuffed in my overcoat my
way was blocked by Tiny Horrocks an older club
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member, but the last thing about Tiny is that he wasn’t exactly tiny! He’d not recognised me and
thought I was stealing the awards. As I walked home at the very late hour of 10.30 –it was late
back then- I walked along the road I now live in and up and over Echo Square towards my home
in Parrock Street. When I had reached the north side of the square I saw someone standing in the
shadows, I only knew somebody was there because I could see and smell a lighted cigarette. As I
walked by with the trophy poking out of my overcoat a very large policeman, equally as large as
Tiny Horrocks, stepped out of the shadows and said “Where are you going to my lad, and what
have you got there?’’ I then had to explain myself and managed to convince him that I was a
Gravesend Cycling Club member and had just been awarded the trophy and other medals, but I
must admit, looking back now, how odd it must have looked to him”.

Another of your friends and riding partners, Mark Vowells, offers this:
I first met Don and Faith in 1982 after getting married that summer and moving from
Maidstone to Hever Farm, Singlewell. It turned out that they lived just around the
corner from us and we soon got to know each other.
Over the next few years Don and I rode many of the same time trials in Kent, usually
at Headcorn, Chilham, or Brenzett. And we rode together regularly in the winter,
usually on Saturday mornings, and often around a circuit Don had devised, out to All
Hallows, and then back via Cliffe and Higham. This was not training in the modern
sense, as we would ride steadily side-by-side, discussing a whole host of subjects as
we went along, and only occasionally applying any great pressure on the pedals. But
with few other vehicles on the road to disturb us (at least compared with now) it was
enjoyable and helped keep us fit. On Sunday mornings Don tended to ride with the
club. I think he was vice-captain for a time, and I recall that his job was to ride at
the back and ensure no one became detached from the bunch, never an easy task with
any club group in my experience.
By the end of 1987 it was apparent that Don had a serious health problem, and he
was eventually diagnosed with motor neurone disease. This meant he had to take
early retirement from work, and cycling was no longer possible, at least as far as
riding on the road was concerned. By this time Don and Faith had moved to
Portland Avenue, and we had moved to Meopham, but we stayed in regular contact.
Don was determined to still play an active part in the sport and his photography at
local events gave him the perfect means of doing this. In the days before the internet
I would deliver a paper copy of each weekend’s start sheet to him, enabling him to
set off in the early hours of Sunday morning to the local ‘10’, ‘25’ or ‘50’, where he
would stand for hours meticulously photographing every rider, all the time leaning
on the back of his car as a way of keeping his balance. Don amassed many hundreds
of photos over the years, many of which found their way onto various club websites,
dinner photographic displays, and even on occasion into the pages of Cycling
Weekly!
Although Don’s condition deteriorated rapidly this summer it was still a great shock
in August to learn that he had passed away. Both Don and Faith showed tremendous
courage and bravery over the many years they found themselves battling against
such a cruel illness, always making the best of their situation and playing down their
problems, and certainly never complaining.
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Don, that’s just about it. Is that you? We hope so. We are truly sad that you have had to ride
that final time trial, but be reassured your memories and place are firmly entrenched within the
Club. We are very grateful for all your support and input to the Club, through the good times and
all the adversity. We especially admire and laud your perseverance, strength of mind, fortitude
and positive outlook in dealing with the MN for so long. Knowing you far better now from
writing this I’m sure you would have said “that’s life; play the cards you’re dealt as best you can
and get on with it”, and you, most certainly did. Thank you for all those fond and positive
memories we now retain.
Safe riding – we’ll see you up the road, but you may need to wait awhile! Time enough for you to
get in some more miles, more beetroot juice or stout, oatmeal cakes or other ‘go-faster’ vegan
nibbles.

The Legacy
When we are dead and turned to dust,
Leave behind something we must.
Some kind of lasting legacy
There should always be.
To show that we passed this was
And we have gone away.
A poem, painting, a photograph
To show we walked along life’s path.
Perhaps even a book,
Which everyone will buy to look.
Or even some good deed,
When we helped someone in need.
Life would not have been in vain,
If even one person remembers your name.
(From Poems Plain and Simple by Bardon)

At the time of writing it is the intention that Don’s ashes will be scattered along the Pilgrims Way –
a route he liked and regularly took and one that GCC riders still regularly use. So when you pass
that Way again, reflect and ensure his life was not in vain.

(Acknowledgements: In writing this I express my thanks to all those who have submitted anecdotes,
memories, comments or thoughts. Especially to Faith who has provided many additional ‘snippets’, to Pete
Haswell for the original poetry booklet and to Don for all his writings and photographs, either taken by him
or sourced from his archives.)
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